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How long have you had this sleeping bag? My wife's request was innocent enough. But I had to see where he was going. Oh man, more than 20 years! I was beaming. I bought Marmot Pinnacle it holds back when I was working on Midwest climbing in the mid-90s. It was one of my first real-time purchase gears, scrounged together, skimped and saving, and
eating ramen noodles during college. This turned out to be an impressive investment. I spent literally hundreds of nights in that bag. I was proud. And when was the last time you washed it? She asked, sniffing down the bag while grimacing gently. I'm blown away. I took a moment, thought about it, and turned away. There was no way out of it. 20 years of the
base layer of lint on Velcro. It's never washed, I confessed. Now that we've established that I'm nasty, I have to point out that I know better. Down sleeping bags do not need frequent washing. But they need them, like, not once a decade. Here's how to wash a sleeping bag. Note: Always refer to your manufacturer's care instructions before washing your
sleeping bag. Follow them if they deviate from them. Washing Machine Get Yourself Some Nikwax Down Wash Direct. It is made specifically for washing sleeping bags and jackets. It works on hydrophobic and non-hydrophobic down. According to the brand, it will restore and even add water repellent while maintaining power filling and insulation. There are
probably other options, but I haven't used them and Nikwax works great. Buy Nikwax Down Wash at REI Go to the nearest laundry. That is, if you have a high-capacity drop washer. Do not use a typical home washing machine with a central agitator. You want one of the large, front boot washing machines that wash, rotating vertically. Remove the detergent
from the detergent dispenser on the machine. It's a pain, but bring a couple of old towels to do the job. Or try to find the net. Place a maximum of two items in the washing machine. Add 100ml Nikwax Down Wash. Wash according to the label if she has one. Typically, use low settings and slow rotation. Start several spin cycles, each time gradually increasing
the spin rate to remove excess water. Dry in a dryer over low heat. Go to the tennis ball to help re-fluff down. Check regularly and tease stubborn lumps by hand. Handwash It is worth noting that, even if you wash the bag by hand, you will still need a washing machine to spin it and remove the water, and the dryer to fall dry. Again, use Nikwax Down Wash
Direct. It is made for washing sleeping bags and jackets. Clean the bath or large sink. Make sure to rinse it well to get out all the soap and cleaning solutions. Fill the pool with about four gallons of cool water. Mix in 100ml Down Direct. Place bag in the bath and and Manually. Give it a good cleaning. You know how dirty it is! Niquax warns you to wear gloves.
Place the bag in the washing machine just for the spin cycle. This will help remove most of the water. Start with the slowest rotation you can avoid damage to the septum. Dry it in a dryer over low heat. Go to the tennis ball to help re-fluff down. Check regularly and tease stubborn lumps by hand. Sleeping bag is one of the most important parts of camping.
Choosing the best sleeping bag can help you keep warm (but not too warm), cozy and rested. Read more often... Washing down the sleeping bag: Tease tips from each other clumped together to help him rebuild the loft. Do this several times during the drying cycle. Don't leave wet or clump. It could destroy the bag. Start the rotation cycle as slowly as
possible. The weight of the wet down can break the inner septum, so spin gently at first if possible. Check the bag care instructions for any other requirements. How to store, clean, and use a sleeping bag, so it will be a longtime friend rather than a flat, down-less mess. Read more often... Washing down the sleeping bag: Ultimately, I spent about two hours in
the laundry wash sleeping bag. I drank one cup of coffee, did some writing, and joined in while one child cried wildly. After this short work, my sleeping bag now smells good. It's all fluffy again and looks ready to serve another 20 years. I'll update this article after sleeping in it for a test, but so far, it looks great. Maybe I'll wash it a little earlier next time, though.
Topics: Explainer series, Sleeping bags/sleeping pads in a sleeping bag means that oils and salts from your sweat, as well as dirt from the outside world (including fine-grained sand) can stay inside the bag and compromise insulation - and leave it smelling less than fresh. Keeping your bag clean will actually prolong your life, and make sleeping more
enjoyable, so we've put together what you need to know when washing your sleeping bag. If you already have a Sea to Summit sleeping bag, some models come with care instructions printed right on the storage camera. Basics Down Sleeping Bags Don't Dry Clean Down Sleeping Bag Dry Cleaning Chemicals Can Deprive Oil Down and Prevent It From
lofting properly. Using soap specially designed to down Grangers Down Wash is an excellent product; It is also available as part of a kit that includes a product to keep the hydrophobic performance treated down (and even includes some special balls to use in the dryer that work better than tennis balls on the loft down). Conventional washing powders will
also strip the oil down. and synthetic sleeping bags for synthetic bags, use non-cleaning soap such as Grangers Down Wash. Conventional laundry detergent contains lighters and fillers that can stick to polyester fibers and reduce the reduce Do not use the top loading washing machine Mechanical action of the impeller (plastic spiral in the drum) is too rough
for the sleeping bag. Either use the front loading machine on a gentle cycle, or wash the sleeping bag by hand, if your front loader washing machine does not have a delicate cycle suitable for washing wool clothes, do not try to wash it sleeping bag. If in doubt, it is best to be safe and wash the bag by hand. Synthetic bag can be washed on a normal soft cycle
without problems. Wash ember blanket or Basecamp / Explore the sleeping bag Remove the straps from the bottom of the blanket/bag before washing. They can snag and damage the strap-fixing points. Hand wash instructions It is best to use a clean bath - turn the sleeping bag inside out, place it in the bath and add warm water (enough to cover the bag)
and the recommended amount of appropriate soap. Gently knead the sleeping bag to force water/soap through it. DON'T PICK DOWN THE BAG DURING THIS PROCESS. When the sleeping bag seems clean, drain the bath and then carefully roll the bag to squeeze out the water. Turn off the bag on the right side. Refill the bath with clean water and knead
the bag to force clean water through it - continue until there are no more foam. Gently roll the sleeping bag again to squeeze the water out of it. The machine wash instructions the zip all lightning before putting the sleeping bag in the car. Choose a thin wash cycle (see above) with a temperature no higher than 40 degrees Celsius/100 degrees Fahrenheit with
an additional rinse cycle. Choose a faster/longer rotation cycle - it's important that as much water is spun out of the bag before trying to remove it from the drum. If you wash your hands or wash your car, DO NOT pick down the sleeping bag when it is full of water - the weight of the water in the down can snatch the internal septum or cause you to move down
or migrate from one chamber to another. How to dry the Tumble dry Once the water has been gently squeezed out of the sleeping bag, carefully put the sleeping bag in a large laundry bag before putting it in the dryer. Set the dryer on low heat or delicacies and run a full cycle - don't use dry sheets for this process. Remove the sleeping bag in the laundry bag
and turn off the sleeping bag. Return the bag to the laundry bag and put it back in the dryer. If you dry down the bag, put a pair of clean tennis balls in the drum with a sleeping bag - they will help to smash the clusters down. If you purchased the Grangers Down Care kit mentioned above, you will have three light plastic balls that you should use for this.
Repeat these drying cycles until you are absolutely sure that the insulation is dry throughout and through - if the bag is stowed even slightly mold or mold mould Form. If you can feel the clump down in the down sleeping bag, down not dry yet. Air the bag before storing the hang bag in a dry place where it can air before returning to its storage bag. Following
these instructions will allow you to wash the sleeping bag while maintaining its quality and warmth. If all this sounds awfully tricky one solution is to invest in a sleeping liner bag. So you won't need to wash your sleeping bag so often (click here to find out more about liners). Now we have instructions on washing sleeping bags in French. Have a question? As
always, feel free to decline the comment below, and the sea-summit group will be happy to provide more information. I owned my Western Climbing Ultralight 20 down sleeping bag for about 4 years and I believe I slept in it for over 100 nights. As you can imagine, it doesn't have that new scent anymore and can use some to freshen up. One option for me is
to take it to the commercial laundry with the front loading the washer and wash it myself. To do this I need to get a very gentle soap like ReviveX Down Cleaner or Nikwax Down Wash, which is specially made for washing bags and won't strip oil from down feathers. The front loading of the washer is softer than the top boot of the kind you're probably home
and won't rip the delicate sutures of the partition on the sleeping bag. To wash, turn the sleeping bag inside out, add the recommended amount of soap, and wash on a gentle cycle with cold water. Let the spin, and rinse for one or two extra wash cycles to get any residual soap. Next, drip the dry bag for a few hours before putting it in a commercial dryer. Set
the temperature to low or air fluff and dry. It can take hours, so bring a lot of quarters with you. Between cycles, massage the bag to break any clots down that may have formed inside the bag. After drying, take the bag home and keep it without pressure until the next time you go hiking. If washing a sleeping bag scares you, or you prefer to go hiking rather
than spending a full day in the laundry room, REI recommends a sleeping bag cleaning service called Rainy Pass Repair, which you can send a bag for washing or repair services. They charge $30 to wash a synthetic bag, $37 for a down bag, and $46 for a Gore-Tex or Dryloft sleeping bag. I'm going to try this service with my Ultralight and let you know how
it works. The most popular Searcheshow wash down a sleeping bag to wash down a sleeping bag wash sleeping bag
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